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Questions

Robin Hood  
and the Golden Arrow

1) Who is the king when Robin takes part in the contest?

2) What convinces Robin Hood to become an outlaw?

3) Who tells Robin Hood of the contest?

5) What has helped Robin and his men hide from the sheriff’s men?

4) The Sheriff’s advisors do not think the trap will work. 
What two reasons do they give?

Name: Date:
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6) How many archers take part in the competition?

7) What does the champion do to make the contest more of a challenge?

8) What proves that Robin Hood is the champion?

9) Number the following sentences from 1 – 7 to show the order 
in which they happen in the tale.

The first one has been done for you

The sheriff asks the new king for help.

The poor are not allowed to hunt in Sherwood forest.

An archery contest is held.

Robin Hood chooses to become an outlaw.

Robin Hood devises a plan.

King Richard leaves with his army to fight overseas. 1

The sheriff promises Robin Hood he will not hurt him.
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10) Using information from the text, tick one box in each row 
to show whether the statement is true or false.

11) Look at page two.  Find and copy one word which shows 
that Robin Hood often robbed the rich.

The contest was being held in two weeks’ time.

The contest was held in the Sheriff ’s castle.

Only ten archers were allowed to take part.

The prize was an arrow with a gold head and silver shaft.

 True False

12) Together they would devise a trap for the outlaw; Robin Hood would vex 
him no longer... What does ‘vex’ mean in this sentence?

13) Together they would devise a trap for the outlaw...

What does ‘devise’ mean in this sentence?
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14) Tidings of the contest soon reached Sherwood forest and the camp 
of the Robin Hood...

What does ‘tidings’ mean in this sentence?

15) Look at page three. Find and copy a word or phrase that shows 
Robin Hood’s men do not want him to hear of the contest.

16) Look at page four. Find and copy a word or phrase that shows that 
the sheriff is worried his trap might not work.

17) Look at page four. Find and copy a word or phrase that shows that the 
Sheriff’s champion finds archery easy.

18) Look at page five. Find and copy a word or phrase that shows that 
the guards attack Robin Hood quickly.
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What is the sheriff thinking when the archer comes forward to claim his prize?

Tick one thought.

At last, somebody has 
beaten Robin Hood!

Robin Hood has fallen 
into my trap!

Where is Robin Hood?
My champion has failed.

19) Robin Hood called out to his companions and they gathered around to 
hear his plan. “ In ten days time, there will be an archery contest within the 
sheriff’s castle and we must -”...

Which words would best complete Robin’s sentence?

 

go and take part.

not have enough time.

stay away.

realise the king’s champion will win.

Tick one.
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20) What impressions do you get of Robin from this tale?

Give two impressions, using evidence from the text to support your answer.

Impression Evidence


